
8 SATISFYING OUR NEED FOR AFFECTION, COMPANIONSHIP & SEX

Most of what has been discussed so far has tended toward spiritual issues. But there is much

more to our human experience than that!  One of the problems which has arisen over the

millennia is spiritually-minded people being so zealous in their pursuit of spiritual things

that they ignore, suppress or reject the more basic aspects of our human situation. 

This has happened, to a limited extent, in regard to providing food, clothing or shelter

to the members of the group. 

But it has been, and remains, much more of a problem vis-a-vis the stubborn impulse

of society's dominators to control, withhold, forbid, and make copious exclusionary rules as

to who the members of the group can touch, hug, kiss, befriend, spend time with and have

sex with. 

Yet our need for affection, companionship, and sexual relations is just as great as our

need for food and shelter. The results of these things being withheld may be less immediate

or obvious, but are equally devastating. 

For our social engineers—originally, and still, to a large degree, the religious patriarchs

—the ideal is probably to be found in living brains floating in jars of formaldehyde, connected

via wires and electrodes to large central computers, through which these sinless brains can

communicate with all the other jarred brains comprising the majority. 

These wonderfully advanced beings feel no need to touch or be touched by others—

only  the  reception  and  transmission  of  ideas  is  of  interest.  There  are  no  unwanted

pregnancies, no crimes, no daydreaming, no sexual perversions. 

The desire to touch and hold and hug and kiss ... to be naked, to make love, to have

satisfying orgasms ... to be silly and have fun and go out on spontaneous, crazy adventures

with a special partner, is nothing more than an illogical curiosity.



But we're not quite there yet,  so our social  controllers  focus on intermediate steps.

These intermediate steps consist of strict and harsh rules directed mainly toward the female

of the species. 

She is not allowed to be a sexual being, except when a savior husband deigns to give

her temporary permission to be so. 

She is not allowed to experience any pleasure from her body, except when a husband's

penis induces it. She is not allowed to think sexual thoughts or indulge in sexual fantasies ...

and  certainly  she  would  never  even  consider  masturbation—the  mere  thought  of  it  is

expected to cause terrible guilt and suffering. 

The  rationale  for  this  way  of  thinking  is,  that  while  males  are  so  driven  by  the

powerful, violent hormone testosterone that it is practically impossible for them to not behave

as sexual beings, the females, on the other hand, are influenced merely by the more gentle

and benign hormones estrogen and progesterone, and so therefore a good girl from a good

family should be able to suppress her sex-drive and achieve the status of being an angelic,

non-sexual entity. 

This non-sexual female, this good girl, is furthermore expected to wait patiently and

angelically (while putting on enough of a show of sexiness in order to be alluring to potential

suitors) through all the years of her adolescence and womanhood until such a time as some

saving  male  may  do  her  the  great  favor  of  choosing  her  to  become  his  wife—which,

unfortunately, in a large percentage of marriages, means to become his subservient mother-

substitute and the quick-offload recipient of his sexual energy whenever he feels the need. 

This thorny life-road for the female is justified by the patriarchs because of their belief

that her greatest joy, expectation and ambition in life is that she might have the privilege to

bear and raise children. 

It's this way, because this is the way the social controllers have always thought it ought

to be. 

Yes, it's true, females are often among the most vocal proponents of the system.



But isn't this the same phenomenon as the victims of polygamy becoming the most

vociferous in extolling its virtues; the slave given a little power becoming the cruelest of all

task-masters; the victim of female genital mutilation becoming its most ardent supporter; the

mother and widow who has never experienced an orgasm becoming among the most vocal in

denouncing women's demands for sexual fulfillment?

Sexual Life, Sexual Liberty, and the Pursuit of Sexual Happiness

The problem with the above-described system is that, while it slots the female into

what is perceived by the Controllers as a manageable, easily-understood behavioral model

which society can readily go about enforcing, it isn't accurate. It is built on false assumptions. 

The infant female entering our world is greeted with this mindset: "You are subservient

to and dependent upon the male. You exist to enable him. You will obey him. You will bear

and raise his children. If you deviate from this you will be stoned to death or burned at the

stake. 

"You do not own your body. Your body is owned and governed by the collective Male.

If you attempt to experience sexual pleasure, without first receiving permission from your

controlling male, you will be severely punished." 

It is the abject cruelty, self-justification, and brutality of the patriarchal mind—abject in

terms of being willing to force the accomplishment of its social agenda at almost any cost, in a

way  similar  to  German  National  Socialism  in  the  1930's  and  40's  pursuing  its  eugenics

programs—which has enabled this false paradigm to endure until modern times. 

Thinker Barbara Hammer, in her 2000 film History Lessons, said, 

"The problem is not, I realized, that I am a loathsome, and miserable, and misfitting creature.

The problem is that our culture has anointed only two very polarized genders, held in place with the

rack and pincers of sexual violence and sexual fascism. And I—indeed, all of us—live in many places

between these two gender polarities."

The recent tragedy of the high school girl in Saratoga, California committing suicide

after being captured, by an internet camera, having sex at a party illustrates this violence and



fascism.  The  emails  and  comments  she  received  afterward  from  boys  were  predictable

enough—hey baby, do you want to go out sometime?—but fairly benign and harmless. 

It  was  the  hate  she  received  from  the  girls  and  mothers  that  was  much  more

devastating. "You're such a slut." "You're such a whore." "You'll never be good enough to be a

mother." "All you'll ever be good for is giving blow-jobs street corners." "You have betrayed

us, you're not worthy to live."

Another sad example of our sexual violence and fascism can be found in the 2007 film

For The Bible Tells Me So.  It shares the experiences of several religious families who had to

learn how to come to terms with finding out their child was LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,

Transgender). One of the parents tells how her daughter came out openly as a lesbian while

she was in college, in the form of a letter sent home to mom. 

The mother's physical reaction to reading the letter was so strong that she says she had

to go into the bathroom to vomit. She wrote her daughter a return letter saying she could

never accept her lesbianism; and that, while she would always love  her, she would always

hate her lesbianism. 

After several years passed by without much communication, she wrote her daughter a

letter saying she wanted to reconcile. Her daughter's return letter said that her mom's first

letter had done permanent damage to her soul; that she could never forgive her; and that she

wanted nothing more to do with her. 

Some years later, the mother received a phone call informing her that her daughter had

committed suicide by hanging herself in her closet with her doggie's leash. 

The dear mother responded to this tragedy by studying the Bible in depth in order to

come  to  her  own conclusions  as  to  what  it  teaches  about  homosexuality.  She  became

convinced that its message of compassion, inclusion and not judging was more predominant

than its message of hate, rejection and death. 

The  Declaration  of  Independence  says  that  our  creator  has  endowed  us  with

inalienable rights, among them "Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness". Of course, men



wrote those words, females having no say, so they were thinking about the inalienable rights

of males; but the underlying truths described in that document extend to all people. 

I would like to ask, do you think our creator has endowed us all with the inalienable

right to sexual life, sexual liberty, and the pursuit of sexual happiness? 

This is an interesting and important question. I think the answer has a lot to do with

how we think about our bodies. 

The Apostle Paul: Keeping Our Vile Body Under Subjection

It has been said that the modern Christian church is more Pauline than Christine. That

is to say, that the writings of Paul have come to have more prevalence and weight than the

teachings of Jesus. 

An endless debate could ensue upon the subject, but the point I would like to make is

that some of Paul's writings concern themselves with the social engineering aspect of church

life;  and  the  Christian  churches,  since  the  middle  ages,  have  seized  upon  and

disproportionately emphasized those particular texts. 

I think this is because it is easier to try to control people's behavior than to help them

know God. 

But  this  is  not  an emphasis  one finds in  Jesus'  teachings.  Jesus'  brief  teachings,  in

regard to our relations with other people, is to love them, heal them, forgive them, not judge

them, be patient with them, take care of their needs and never give up on them. His emphasis

is on helping people get to know God better. His focus is on helping the individual find and

serve God. 

The Pauline and Christine teachings also offer contrasting viewpoints in regard to our

concept of our bodies. One is hard-pressed to find in Jesus' teachings any negative comments

about the human body. 

It  is  people's  thinking  upon which  he  places  his  focus; and he  vigorously  rebukes

thinking and acting which works against God's nature as divine Love. Interestingly, in regard

to the few times he even mentions the human body, it is with a positive connotation:



"The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body 

shall be full of light. But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness... 

Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink; nor yet 

for your body, what ye shall put on. Is not the life more than meat, and the body than 

raiment?" (Mat 6)

It is interesting that when Jesus came back from the grave, he still had the wound in his

torso from the soldier's  spear,  and the nail  wounds in his hands and feet.  With his well-

demonstrated healing power, it seems reasonable to conclude that he could have completely

healed those wounds if he had wished to. But evidently, he wanted to show his followers that

his body was not changed by the death process. 

He was giving us our first lessons, our first glimpses into the fact that our bodies have

a mental nature, a spiritual nature. He never, as far as I have able to ascertain, spoke anything

at all in the direction of destroying the body. 

His words were always about healing and rejuvenating the human body by filling the

individual's mind with God's truth, and a sense of the presence of divine Spirit. 

Whereas Paul's writings seem to give the appearance of attacking and denigrating the

human body, labeling it as "vile", and exhorting people to "mortify the deeds of the body",

and to "bring it into submission."

 The word "vile" has both a hard edge, and a gentler edge. Its hard edge goes toward

the  concept  of  being  despicable,  abhorrent,  repulsive,  disgusting,  debased,  depraved.  Its

softer meaning brings out the thought of something being small in value, of low condition, of

little worth. You be the judge—here is the context:

"We look for the Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ: who shall change our vile body, 

that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious body" (Phil 3). 

It seems to me that Paul's use of the word "vile" here includes both the hard-edged

meaning, and the softer meaning as well. He then contrasts this posited concept of the "vile"

body to another questionable concept, that of Jesus' "glorious body". But, is this a concept that

Jesus would ever have used in regard to himself? 



When the fellow addressed him as "good master", Jesus corrected him, saying, "Why

callest thou me good? There is none good but one, that is, God" (Mark 10). I don't think Jesus ever

thought of himself as having a "glorious" body. He was modest and consistent within his own

teaching, knowing that if his thought, his eye, be single, his whole body would be full of light.

Yet Paul continues to develop his belief of the human body being vile in the second

chapter of Colossians: 

"... ye are circumcised with the circumcision made without hands, in putting off

the body of the sins of the flesh by the circumcision of Christ ...". 

His concept of "the circumcision of Christ", his solution to the difficulties of human

sexuality, is to repress, condemn, and destroy anything that leads people in its direction, and

to require celibacy of everyone except a man living with a woman within the structure of a

contract  of marriage instituted and recognized by the church. So, what's wrong with this

approach, when it is so wonderfully clean and tidy? 

Well, the problem is that it is unpragmatic, inhumane and impossible to force half the

population to be non-sexual.  In the old days the patriarchs did try to force abstinence on

unmarried women. They would burn them at the stake, stone them to death, force them into

shame and prostitution, things like that ... and occasionally even discipline a man for a sexual

dereliction. 

But,  thank  God,  much  of  our  modern  world  does  not  allow  such  cruelty  and

intolerance any more. Thank God, much of our modern world recognizes the fundamental ill-

health and psychological damage coming from such policies. 

These policies  were not from Jesus,  who was so much about meeting people right

where  they  were  at,  and  helping  them to  make  spiritual  progress  from that  point.  This

attitude of his is expressed in his statement, 

"I am come that they might have life, and that they might have it more 

abundantly" (John 10). 

He was interested in giving us tools with which to free ourselves. His parable of the

tares and wheat (Mat 13) shows how concerned he was about not 'throwing out the baby with



the bathwater', not trying to force people into a lifestyle they are not ready for, and cannot

sustain. He said,

"Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. 

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall 

find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light" (Mat 11).

To be sure, our lives will include severe tests. Just look at what Jesus had to endure

toward the end of his ministry. His yoke, his burden, is not a pathway of flowers. But, as he

says, it is light—that is, it is manageable—and it is full of heavenly presence and power. 

This aspect of manageability is of great importance to Jesus. He reiterates it several

times in his ministry, as seen in his kind interactions with the woman at the well, and the

woman taken in adultery; his acceptance of the hated Roman tax collector Zacchaeus as a

disciple; his approval of the leniency of the prodigal son's father in welcoming him home

without condemnation; in his appreciation of the prostitute washing his feet with her tears

and hair. 

On a human level, he was able to be the personal Savior of mankind because he met

people  right  in  the  midst  of  their  human  situation,  and  gave  them  what  they  could

understand and incorporate in their lives in order to become better people. 

This message is consistently delivered in the gospels of John, and Mark, and Luke; and,

to a degree, in Matthew; but Matthew's gospels, unfortunately, also include interpolations

reflecting the strong influence of traditional, patriarchal, Old Testament thinking.

This fact is pointed out in The Interpreter's Bible. Referring to the brief passage in The

Sermon on The Mount which deals  with  divorce  (5:31,32),  the  writer  states,  "The phrase

except on the ground of unchastity is  regarded by most modern critics as Matthew's (or

perhaps M's) addition to the original tradition" (v. 7, p. 299). 

So here we have Matthew, as he writes his memoir, embellishing upon his sixty-year-old

memory of what Jesus said. The question which comes to mind is, "what other interpolations



of personal  /  traditional  /  Patriarchal  values did Matthew add to his recollection of  Jesus

sayings?" 

Well, one of the passages I wonder about is where Jesus purportedly says that any man

who even looks at a woman with lust is committing adultery with her. (Mat 5) 

I  wonder  about  the  veracity  of  Matthew's  reporting,  because  this  is  asking  the

impossible; and, as pointed out earlier, it is uncharacteristic of Jesus to place a yoke upon

people beyond what they are able to manage. Healthy straight men are forced by their DNA

and testosterone to react to the observance of an attractive female with a sexual first response.

Even  the  very  shape  of  an  attractive  female  form,  glimpsed  momentarily  from  a

distance,  induces  this  response  in  the  brain.  It  requires  lots  of  self-discipline,  spiritual

strength, and the grace of feeling divine Love's presence to break this pattern. 

And since Jesus' method of salvation for mankind was to give them the tools and the

spiritual help they need to be able to make progress, it doesn't make sense, at least to me, that

he would purposefully create a situation of assured failure from the very start. The whole

thrust of Jesus' working with people is to enable them to be the victor, not to force them to

crash and burn. So, was this really Jesus' teaching?

Well, interestingly enough, as one does some further reading in the aforementioned

reference book, one finds that that teaching had already existed in rabbinical literature, e.g.—

"Everyone who looks at a woman lustfully is as though he had lain with her" (v. 7, pg. 297).

When you think about it, this teaching, with its guarantee of failure, is the perfect vehicle to

induce shame, self-loathing, and susceptibility to clerical manipulation. 

But that is definitely not Jesus' way of influencing mankind toward divine Spirit, Love.

So, I  can't help but feel that this teaching is an interpolation by Matthew of his own Old

Testament concept into his writing of the Sermon On The Mount. 

Another area where it seems clear to me that Matthew and Paul were more reflecting

their  own belief-orientation than adhering to Jesus' teaching is in their treatment of women,

particularly in relation to the issue of sexuality and marriage. 



The subject comes up in the nineteenth chapter of Matthew, where, after hearing about

the difficulties of marriage, Jesus' disciples remark, " ... it is not good to marry." 

Matthew portrays Jesus  as  agreeing with this  statement,  giving the reply  "All  men

cannot receive this saying, save they to whom it is given" and then defining three different types of

"eunuchs" who might fit into this category. 

Paul conveys essentially the same thought when he says "It is good for a man not to touch

a woman" (First Cor 7). 

These two passages appear to be the foundation for the development of a large-scale

celibate pastorship. But the question I would like to raise is this —are those two passages

truly reflective of Jesus' own concept? Did Jesus really think that it isn't good to marry, and

that it is good for a man not to touch a woman? 

The crux of my challenging these points is the fact that they are misogynistic. Is the

Savior  of  the  world  truly  a  misogynist?  I  don't  see  how he could possibly  be  so.  Those

attitudes essentially make the statement, "women are defiling." How can this fallacy possibly

stand in the true Israel of divine Love and Truth?

It seems to me that the whole tradition of not marrying in order to be a better servant

of God grew out of the fact Jesus never married. But is that logical? Wasn't Jesus' situation

unique? Didn't  he know that his ministry,  his time on earth, would last only a few short

years? 

It would have been cruel for him to have married, and possibly to have had children,

just to desert them all a short while later. He knew this, and didn't marry.

But as for Jesus advising his followers not to marry, the case for this is shaky. It is

mentioned only once, in that brief passage referred to above where Matthew reports Jesus as

saying that some followers will make themselves eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom of

heaven ... seemingly a hint with the force of a command. 

However,  the reference book quoted above makes the comment, "The origin of this

saying is unknown. It probably does not come from Q or M, since its spirit is entirely Gentile.



The mainstream of Judaism looked on celibacy as an abnormal state, and marriage was not

merely permitted but commanded by God" (v. 7, pg. 481) 

The fact is, we human beings need to touch ... we need to touch a lot. Jesus knew this. It

was not his approach to set mankind up for inevitable failure. 

It  seems to me that this  is  a  very important  point,  because Jesus'  attitudes toward

sexuality and marriage establish the precedent for his followers through all the millennia to

come. 

Was Jesus intending to found a church based on callousness and intolerance toward

women, gays, lesbians, bisexuals and transgenders ("LGBT")? Or was he intending to found a

church based on meeting all mankind right where they are at, and giving them the tools, and

loving, patient support they need, to succeed on their journey of spiritual development? 

There's a story, I don't know if it's true, about a pastor who received a telephone call

one evening from a member of his flock who was struggling with a drinking problem. The

guy said to his pastor, "I need to tell you the truth ... I have a bottle of vodka in my hand right

now."

The pastor replied, "Well ... why don't you put your Bible in the other hand, and let's

read a couple of passages together."

Can  our  churches  have  the  same  approach  to  human  sexuality?  If  the  caller  is  a

frightened transgender person who says, "I just had anal sex with a guy I met at a bar, and I

let him use some sort of dildo he wanted to use, and he got rough and I got really scared, and

now I'm bleeding from there", can our pastors step up to the plate and give this person the

spiritual help and comforting they need? 

It seems to me that our answers to these questions are "where the rubber meets the

road" in terms of what our understanding is of Jesus' concept concerning human sexuality.

The light of compassion and rationality is slowly dawning. In the news of June 20th,

2013 was an announcement from a fundamentalist Christian organization devoted toward re-

orienting  the  sexual  attraction  of  homosexuals,  named  Exodus  International,  that  it  was

closing down. It's President, Alan Chambers, stated, 



"I am sorry for the pain and hurt that many of you have experienced. 

I am sorry some of you have spent years working through the shame and guilt  when your

attractions didn't change. 

I am sorry we promoted sexual orientation change efforts and reparative theories about sexual

orientation that stigmatized parents." 

He also said that he was part of a "system of ignorance," and concluded: 

"I believe this apology—however imperfect—is what God the Father would have me do." 

It seems to me that the "system of ignorance" Chambers refers to here is the entire sum

total of Judeo-Christian misogyny and intolerance; the entire ingrained structure, governing

almost  all  the writers  and thinkers  within this  tradition up to modern times,  that  would

rather see whole segments of society go jump off a cliff than make the conceptual adjustments

needed to understand and embrace them.

Honoring the Voice of Women

So far in this chapter, we have talked quite a bit about the concepts of the men in the

Bible regarding sex and marriage. The Scriptures are written almost entirely from the male

point of view. 

But how about the perspective of women? ... can we really afford to go without it? I

can't help but wonder how different our world would be if women had been much more

involved in shaping our mores. 

I remember an interesting conversation I had with a woman of about eighty years. She

had married at a young age to a man who was handsome and dashing, was a good dancer,

and who loved to make love. She was very happy for a few years, but after two children were

born and their sex life became challenged, he began having affairs with other women, and

finally deserted her and the children. 

Fortunately, she was a good typist, and was able to find steady work as a secretary, and

later, office manager. She didn't remarry all the years her children were growing up. I asked



her why. She thought about it for awhile, then said that she never met a man who made her

feel the way her husband had made her feel when they were in love. 

Later in life, in her sixties, after her children were grown and had families of their own,

she  fell  in  love  with  a  widower,  and married  him.  He was  a  wonderful  guy—a perfect

gentleman, had a good sense of humor, was chivalrous and tender, could tell a captivating

story at a party. They went golfing together.  They went to church together.  It  was a very

pleasant companionship.

But the marriage was a disappointment to her. She said she found it lacking—lacking

in what she had been hungering for since her first husband left her. She was hungering for

passion. She was hungering to feel the touch of a man's hand on her body. 

She was hungering to be kissed with desire. She was hungering to feel the profound

closeness and pleasure she hadn't felt in forty years. Unfortunately, her new husband wasn't

interested in those things—he had given up on them long ago.

So many people are living with a hole in their lives. Maybe if this person could have

been one of the ones to write the Bible, she could have shared some thoughts about how to fix

that. 

Is it right that the only way a human being can live a life without a hole in it is to be

fortunate enough to be married to the perfect spouse—otherwise, forget it, one must live a life

of abstinence and loneliness? 

Another person with whom I had the privilege to converse had a different experience.

She grew up in a strict fundamentalist family. She married a man who was courageous and

dutiful as a provider, but rough-edged, and tinged with the violence and alcoholism which

not  infrequently  result  from  fighting  ones  way  through  the  labyrinth  of  the  world  of

struggling men. Her's was not an easy life. 

But the Pauline mores in regard to marriage were so deeply and irrevocably pounded

into her soul that she had not the slightest thought but to see the marriage through to the

bitter end of the darkest night. 



When  her  husband  passed  on  fairly  young  in  life  from  cancer,  she  was  left  in  a

financially secure situation, living in her modest,  comfortable little house for almost forty

more years. 

She  told  me that  she  never  desired  to  marry  again.  She  had  her  church,  and  her

children who called on the telephone and visited once in a while. She had Johnny Carson in

the evenings ... that good-souled man who was just racy enough to make good-souled women

blush with delight. 

She  had  the  velvety  voice  flowing  from  her  Nat  King  Cole  records  to  keep  her

company. She felt that her cup was as full and running over as she had any right to expect.

In  thinking  about  her  life,  I  can't  help  but  have  the  feeling  that  there  is  a  good

possibility that she never experienced an orgasm. But I suppose that, in her autumn years,

embraced by the gentle flow of peaceful retirement and enjoyment of life's simple pleasures,

living in her own sweet little house, that was alright with her. 

Life's storms had been too rough, too enduring, to allow a fostering of any trifling self-

indulgences.  The  deeper  issues  of  communion  with  God,  studying  the  Scriptures  and

teaching  Sunday  School  were  the  passions  that  now  fed  the  marrow  of  her  bones.  She

perhaps felt little lack of any other fire.

In  our time,  the contrast  between the  older  and younger  generations,  in  regard to

human sexuality, is stark. For example, while riding on a public bus a couple of years ago, the

passengers in my vicinity were treated to the loud remarks of two girls evidently enjoying

shocking the old fogies by telling about what color they had died their pubic hair, and exactly

what type of ring they had just pierced into their labia. 

I ask myself, could the older woman referred to above possibly have understood or

related to the experiences and mindset of those modern girls? 

You know, oddly enough, I think the answer might be yes; that maybe her heart had

not become completely petrified by life's hardness; that maybe there was a place amongst the

scar tissue where she could appreciate girls like these,  who were bold and confident and

laughing and orgasmic ... that maybe she might feel a certain unexpected joy in being able to



peek into a world of sexual freedom ... a consciousness uncrushed by the dominating Male—

unknown and unknowable to herself. 

The Twelve Quelles

The  never-discovered  principal  source-document  for  the  three  synoptic  gospels,

referred to earlier, and known as "Q", was given its name after the German word "Quelle",

meaning a source or a spring (pronounced k-VELL-a ... rhymes with 'the fella'). 

Since  this  document  doesn't  give  an  indication  of  Jesus'  thinking  about  human

sexuality,  and,  in  terms  of  the  New  Testament,  all  we  have  to  go  on  are  Matthew's

interpolations upon his memories of what Jesus said combined with Paul's opinions on the

subject, it seems good and right that humanity may someday have a quelle from divine Love,

sharing with us what She really thinks on the subject. 

Because God does not have sexual hormones, organs or needs, Her advice to us must

necessarily  be  filtered  through  the  strainer  of  our  own understanding  of  our  limits  and

capabilities as we struggle to put off the animal and put on the divine. 

And so, I offer my understanding of

Divine Love's Twelve Quelles About Sex

I. Human sexuality is not cursed by God. Innocence does not mean virginity; chastity does

not mean celibacy; purity does not mean sexual abstinence.

 Innocence means not being moved by envy or emulation; purity means not being influenced

by hatred or revenge; chastity means barring the door to the entrance of narcissism and self-

centeredness.

II. Girls and boys are equals. They both deserve the very finest education and opportunity for

advancement.  Sexism is  a  crime.  Both  genders  should have  equal  opportunity  to  choose

between being single, or marrying; and if they marry, to choose between being a stay-at-home



parent, or stretching her or his wings in the professional world. These decisions must come

from mutual agreement and respect.

In his insistence upon the male dominating the female, Paul was reflecting the values of the

culture in which he was raised. He apparently did not have the perspective one would need

in order to make the radical conceptual leap to a position of gender equality. 

And even if  he had been aware of  the inherent  falsity of  his  position,  the fledgling little

Christian churches would not have been able to implement a more progressive approach to

gender equality without being crushed by the harshly patriarchal culture around them.

Jesus' only pronouncement regarding gender hierarchy (Mat 19) was "they twain shall be one

flesh"—equal, whole, thriving, and mutually beneficial.

 

III. God is loving a female who is choosing to explore her sexuality, and experiencing pleasure

from doing  so.  God is  loving  her  when  she  is  choosing  to  explore  her  sexuality  with  a

consenting male;  God is loving her when she is choosing to explore her sexuality with a

consenting female. 

Females must be taught and supported in these truths by their parents, teachers and friends,

and provided with helpful and practical information. 

Shame-words and attitudes which influence toward guilt, fear, self-loathing and suicide are

abominations to divine Principle. Divine Love demands that parents provide their daughters

with  helpful,  wise  and  tolerant  guidance  in  regard  to  what  constitutes  physically  and

emotionally safe sexual situations.

God is loving a male who is choosing to explore his sexuality, and experiencing pleasure from

doing so. God is loving him when he is choosing to explore his sexuality with a consenting



female; God is loving him when he is choosing to explore his sexuality with a consenting

male.  Males must be taught and supported in these truths by their  parents,  teachers and

friends, and provided with helpful and practical information. 

Divine Love also demands that parents provide their sons with helpful, wise and tolerant

guidance in regard to what constitutes physically and emotionally safe sexual situations. 

IV. Sexuality can often be an especially confusing and troubling issue. Communication with

others whom we trust is extremely important. Parents should begin sex education at an early

age, so that youngsters don't get their information from bathroom stalls and ignorant peers. 

Parents who are not able to communicate honestly and helpfully with their children about sex

are casting them to the wolves of perilous influences.

V. If children grow up thinking their sexuality, and sexual organs, are something to be hated,

repressed and hidden away, they will carry these attitudes and behaviors into their adult

relationships, and pass them on to their children.

STD's (sexually transmitted diseases) are not sent from God to punish us for being sexual.

They are, like all disease, phenomena of "the carnal mind, which is enmity against God." But,

the  use  of  condoms;  wisdom;  cleanliness;  intelligence;  and  caution  and  discernment  in

choosing one's partner, do not go without their good results. 

Oh, yes ... one other thing, very important—watch out for hidden internet cameras!

VI. Masturbation is, in a variety of situations, a practical and helpful thing to do, for both

genders.  God  is  loving  us  while  we're  making  love;  God  is  loving  us  while  we're

masturbating.



 It is superficial to believe that we're closer to God when we're fondling our partner's nipples

than  when  we're  fondling  our  own—our  partner's  and  our  own  nipples  are  of  equal

importance in our lives, and equally contributive to making progress in our journey toward

Spirit.

VII. Individual masturbation within a marriage can be a positive presence. An example of this

might be a woman who has never had an orgasm, and is exploring masturbation for the first

time, perhaps in conjunction with reading a book, or working with a family counselor or sex

therapist. 

She is learning what kind of touching feels best to her, and is most conducive to helping her

experience climax. She is then able to share what she is learning with her caring and non-

judgmental partner. 

VIII. Individual masturbation within a marriage can be a negative presence. An example of

this might be a man who has masturbated a thousand times, and is tempted to take the easy

road  of  masturbation  rather  than  the  more  demanding  pathway  of  communicating,

compromising and working with his partner in sharing his sexual need, energy and desire. 

However, in all fairness, if a partner is not willing to learn, understand and dovetail with his

or  her  partner's  biorhythms and daily  schedules,  it  is  not  just  for  them to  criticize  their

partner if they feel a need to masturbate.

For  example,  in  a  1999  documentary  about  transgender  issues  by  Monica  Treut  entitled

Gendernauts: A Journey, an individual who made the transition from being physically female

to physically male told about how, when she first began receiving testosterone injections, she

was astounded by the dramatic increase in sex-drive she experienced—to the point where she

felt a need to masturbate three to five times a day. 



I think it would take a lot of not only understanding and dovetailing, but also, downright

athleticism, for most partners to try to keep up with that schedule!

At the other end of the spectrum is the male whose testosterone level is declining, and who

feels  a need to ejaculate  only a couple of  times per week,  or per  month.  This  individual

warrants thoughtful consideration. Pharmaceuticals make billions in promoting drug-created

erections as the wonderful panacea for this situation. 

But, is that really a good option? Does the spiritually-minded male really want to go around

all day with increased heart-rate, restlessness, nervousness and a semi- or fully erect penis? I,

for one, sure don't! 

Since the greatest sexual pleasure a male can experience is in participating in, and enjoying

his partner's sexual fulfillment, then ought not the focus be shifted from the paradigm of the

almighty erection to one in which both lovers have an equal role in bringing fulfillment and

climax to fruition? 

This better paradigm brings a freedom and expansiveness to both individuals.

IX.  Touch  your  partner.  Touch  your  partner.  Touch  your  partner.  Don't  let  the  bond  of

physical touching fade away. Kiss. Hug. Touch her arm. Scratch his back. Rub her feet. Dance.

Find private, non-stressed-out time during the day or in the evening to touch and talk and

dance and make love. The biorhythm of one or both partners is often at its lowest point at

bedtime.

Tell your partner what feels good. Tell and show what type of touching assists you most in

moving toward climax. Guide her hand and show her. Guide his hand (or whatever) and



show him. Talk. Share. Laugh. Tell your fantasies. Give positive feedback, if possible. Every

time of making love should be a time of learning something new about her or him. 

X. Forget the penis. Penis-centric sexuality tends to result in rapid ejaculation and premature

termination of the priceless time of sexual sharing—which of course is exactly the opposite of

what is greatly needed in the relationship. 

Don't worry about the penis ... it's going to have its denouement, almost without effort. Focus

on other aspects that require more patience and careful attention. Don't be in a rush. Take

time to appreciate and enjoy this special time you are having together with your partner. 

In addition to improving the experience of both partners, this approach tends to remove the

physical impairment which is a not-infrequent result of the psychological baggage coming

from a performance-based approach to love-making.  

XI. Since our spiritual growth depends upon our steady, daily attention to developing our

rising early communion-life, our throughout the day prayer-life, and our Scripture study-life,

then the more steadiness we can find in our love relationships, the more spiritual growth and

unfoldment we will experience.

But, an unhealthy, and therefore false, steadiness, in the form of a loveless marriage or any

union in which one of the individuals is being manipulated, abused, taken for granted, or

taken advantage of can be less conducive to the spiritual progress of the wronged individual

than she or he terminating that bad relationship, and meeting and dating new people.

Also, a celibacy, or semi-celibacy, which comes from one's heart, being not a product of fear or

guilt, but rather of one's own desire to be more single-minded in her or his life-pursuits, is

sustained by divine Love.



XII. Sexual intolerance is the "smoking flax" referred to in the forty-second chapter of Isaiah,

the suffering from which divine Love will not quench until it is completely healed. 

The self- righteous religious ascetic and sexual bigot who goes to his final Judgment Seat full

of smug pride, saying to God, "I never touched my penis in a sexual way ... I deserve honor

from Thee, O Lord", is surprised and ashamed to hear the Father's response:

"How many of my homosexual children did you cherish and sustain? How many

of my LGBT lambkins did you save from isolation, loneliness, depression and suicide?

How many of my little ones did you drive to ruination with your shame-words? 

How many of my people did you influence erroneously with your cruel and misguided 

condemnations? 

How often did your hard heart thwart even your own wife's subtle yet 

unmistakable communications that she wanted and needed to spend quality time with 

you in the way a loving man spends with a loving woman? 

Depart from me, for I know you not." 


